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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: The Lifeline ARM (ARM; Defibtech, Guilford, USA) is a new mechanical chest compression device. The aim of the current study was to compare the quality of single rescuer cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) with and without ARM device.

METHODS: In this randomized crossover manikin trial forty-four novice physicians participated. Thirty minutes of training was allotted for manual CPR and then for the ARM. The following day, every participant performed a 2-min CPR single rescuer scenario, once with manual CPR and once with the ARM. The primary outcome measure of the study is effective compression; defined as compressions performed with the correct of depth of 50–60 mm, complete decompressions, and the correct pressure point of CC.

RESULTS: The ARM, compared with manual CPR, carried out more effective compressions (96 [interquartile range, IQR; 94–98] vs. 36 [IQR; 33–41]%; p < 0.001). The compressions preformed with the use of the ARM, furthermore, were with a correct CC rate (100 [IQR; 99–101] vs. 130 [IQR; 124–140] min⁻¹; p < 0.001) and a correct depth (97 [IQR; 96–98] vs. 37 [IQR; 31–39]%; p < 0.001). The result of resuscitation with ARM was significantly better than manual CPR (p < 0.05) for all of the analyzed chest compression parameters (percentage of CC too deep, percentage of CC too shallow, percentage of correct pressure points and percentage of correct pressure releases), as well as for the ventilation parameters (tidal volume, ventilation rate, minute-volume, gastric inflations).

CONCLUSION: During this simulated trial, when CPR was performed by novice physicians, the ARM significantly improved the quality of CPR. Further clinical trials should provide motivation to confirm the potential benefits of ARM use during CPR.
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INTRODUCTION

Sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) is the leading cause of death in Europe, with an overall resuscitation success rate less than 10% despite widespread training in cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and defibrillation [1, 2]. Although survival from cardiac arrest requires high-quality CPR [3, 4], some studies demonstrate that the quality of CPR performance...
Chest compression quality during SCA is poor, even when CPR is conducted by medical staff [5–9]. Moreover, CPR quality becomes ineffective within minutes due to rescuer fatigue [10, 11].

The current European Resuscitation Council (ERC) 2015 guidelines, demonstrate that automated mechanical chest compression devices are a reasonable alternative to high-quality manual chest compressions in situations where sustained high-quality manual chest compressions are impractical or compromise rescuer safety [12, 13]. In studies by Xanthos et al., the use of mechanical chest compression devices minimized resuscitation-related trauma compared with manual chest compressions in a swine model of cardiac arrest [14]. Several studies, furthermore, show promising results in regard to the survival and return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) with the use of mechanical chest compression devices [15].

The current study compared the quality of single rescuer resuscitation CPR with and without the use of ARM during resuscitation with the hypothesis that the use of the ARM during CPR would improve the performance of chest compressions and ventilations performed by novice physicians.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study design and setting
This open, prospective, randomized, crossover manikin study was approved by the Institute Review Board of the International Institute of Rescue Research and Education (approved: 03.2016.04.11 on March 25th, 2016). The study was conducted between May and June 2016 in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Participants
Based on pilot data, we assumed an alpha risk of 0.05, and a beta risk of 0.2 for the sample size calculation. The percentage of effective compressions in the pilot data with the use of manual CPR and ARM varied and amounted to 44.3% vs. 100%, respectively (standard BLS [basic life support] and ARM). We calculated that 31 participants would be required (paired, two-sided). The participants were randomized with a 1:1 ratio.

With voluntary written informed consent, 44 novice physicians were recruited who satisfied the following inclusion criteria: (1) they had not used the mechanical chest compression devices before the study; and (2) they presented no wrist or lower back conditions, or pregnancy. The study was conducted between May and June 2016 in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Device
The Lifeline ARM (Defibtech, Guilford, CT, USA) automated chest compression (ACC) system is a mechanical solution for providing quality CPR (recommended rate and depth with complete chest wall recoil between compressions) using a proprietary software algorithm that compensates for variability in patient chest resistances, which can change during the rescue. The portable device is battery- or AC-powered, and may be used under a variety of circumstances, both in and out of the hospital, on adult victims of sudden cardiac arrest (SCA; Fig. 1). The device accommodates a wide range of adult patient size extremes. Deployed by qualified medical personnel and trained rescuers certified to administer CPR, such as professional first responders and healthcare providers, it provides effective CPR without interruptions. The Lifeline ARM delivers chest compressions and ventilations performed by novice physicians.

FIGURE 1. The Lifeline ARM chest compression device
Compressions using a software controlled compression piston powered by a direct drive motor housed in a removable compression module. Modularization of the compression piston enables deployment, product maintenance, and serviceability. The module also contains the user interface (Fig. 2) and battery technology. Power options allow for prolonged CPR efforts which may be beneficial. Patient accessibility throughout deployment and operation are provided by a frame with self-centring and self-locking latching mechanisms and two sets of wide release levers that are incorporated into each side of the frame along with patient lift handles (Fig. 3). During operation, the structural integrity of the single-piece design of the frame paired with a backboard allow chest compressions without undue deflection or distortion, factors which are important regarding CPR efficacy.

Study protocol
Prior to the study, all participants attended in a 2-hour lecture concerning the theoretical knowledge of cardiopulmonary resuscitation, which included, basic and advanced life support guidelines in accordance to the European Resuscitation Council guidelines of 2015 [1]. After the lecture, a demonstration with instruction of cardiopulmonary resuscitation, with and without the use of the ARM device, was presented to all participants. All participants then practiced BLS methods for 30 minutes. Subsequently, in order to ensure participants were familiar with the proper use of the ARM, all participants used the ARM device.

The next day, using Research Randomizer software (randomizer.org) participants were divided into two groups: the first group started resuscitation without the ARM, and the second with the ARM. Each group performed 2-min cardiopulmonary resuscitation in a single rescuer condition, on the floor under direct supervision of the investigator.

During CPR without ARM, the rescuer was positioned at the side of the manikins’ chest and changed position for the delivery of rescue breaths. However, during CPR with ARM, after turning the ARM on the rescuer was positioned at the side of the manikins’ head the entire time. After finishing the given group’s resuscitation scenario, participants had a 20 minute break and then performed CPR employing the other method. The detailed randomization of participants is presented in Figure 4.

Outcome measures
The primary outcome of the study is the number of effective compressions, which is defined as compressions performed with the correct depth of 50–60 mm, complete decompression, and the correct pressure point of CC.

Secondary outcomes comprise the mean depth and rate of chest compressions, an incorrect pressure point and incomplete decompressions, as well as, ventilator parameters such as tidal volume, ventilation rate, minute-volume, and number of gastric inflations. Also recorded is the “absolute hands-off time”, defined as the sum of all periods during which no hand was placed on the chest minus time used for ventilation (ventilation time). The trial manikin was connected to a computer that allowed the chest compression and ventilation parameters to be collected using Skill Reporting software version 2.0.0.14 (Resusci Anne Skill Reporter, Laerdal Medical, Stavanger, Norway). While performing CPR, the participants were not provided with any information recorded by the manikin monitoring system and

FIGURE 2. The Lifeline ARM user interface

FIGURE 3. The Lifeline ARM device on a patient
were guided only by their own experience. After the end of the CPR procedure, each participant was asked to complete a questionnaire concerning the ease of use and their personal level of confidence while using the ARM. The age, gender, body weight, height, and body mass index (BMI) of all participants was also collected.

### Statistical analysis

The results were presented as absolute values, percentages, median and interquartile range (IQR), or mean and standard deviation (SD). The Statistica software package (version 12.5, StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA) was used for statistical analysis. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was applied to check for normal distribution. As this was a randomized crossover trial, pairing was taken into account in the statistical analysis. The Student t test was used for paired samples with a normal distribution, and the Wilcoxon test for samples with a non-parametric distribution. All p values were two-sided and p < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. In the comparative analysis of chest compression depth, as well as the personal variables (weight, height, Body Mass Index (BMI), sex), simple linear regression analysis Pearson’s correlation was applied in order to detect and describe the strength and direction of correlations of CC depth to the above body composition data.

### RESULTS

44 novice physicians (16 female; 36.4%) participated in the trial. Their mean age was 27.4 ± 1.9 years, mean height was 170 ± 9 cm, while mean weight was 76.5 ± 10.5 kg. The full characteristics of the participants are presented in Table 1.

Effective compressions during resuscitation with the ARM and in manual CPR varied and amounted to: 96 (interquartile range, IQR; 94–98) vs. 36 (33–41)\% (Tab. 2). The median correct depth of CC was significantly different between trials with the ARM and manual CPR (97 vs. 37\%, respectively; p < 0.001). The median CC rate varied significantly between trials with the ARM and manual CPR (100 min^{-1} with ARM vs. 130^{-1} without ARM; p < 0.001). The results demonstrate that resuscitation performed with the ARM was significantly better than in manual CPR (p < 0.05) for all the analyzed chest compression parameters (percentage of CC too deep, percentage of CC too shallow, percentage of correct pressure points and percentage of correct pressure releases). During resuscitation with the ARM, notably more rescue breaths reached the correct ventilation volume as compared with resuscitation without ARM (Tab. 2). In addition, with the use of the ARM percentage of gastric inflations was statistically less than in resuscitation without the ARM (p < 0.001).

A simple regression analysis showed that the male gender was a significant factor in the depth of the chest compression (r = 0.32; p = 0.017), as well as, weight (r = 0.34; p = 0.012). Other variables (weight, BMI) were not significantly associated with CC depth during resuscitation without ARM (r = 0.13, p = 0.052 for weight; r = 0.18,

### Table 1. Participant characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>28 (63.6%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>16 (36.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>27.4 ± 1.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height [cm]</td>
<td>170 ± 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight [kg]</td>
<td>76.5 ± 10.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>22.5 ± 1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
p = 0.23 for BMI). None of the variables (gender, weight, height, BMI) was significantly associated with CC depth during CPR with the use of the ARM.

All participants, in their subjective opinion, judged that ARM helped them in performing CPR with 100% of participants stating that they would use the ARM in a real cardiac arrest situation. Furthermore, 95.5% of participants felt more confident in performing CPR using the ARM.

**DISCUSSION**

In this trial on simulated CPR performed by novice physicians, the ARM device significantly increased the CC quality, improving the CC depth and rate, and the correct degree of chest relaxation in comparison with manual CPR. Moreover, the use of ARM allowed one to obtain better ventilation parameters during CPR.

Effective CCs, with the appropriate depth and minimization of interruptions, are the gold standard according to the ERC 2015 guidelines for CPR. Currently, there are no clear recommendations with regard to the routine use of mechanical CC systems. However, according to the ILCOR guidelines, these devices are applied if high-quality CPR is unavailable, including cases of CPR provided by untrained medical personnel. Mechanical CC devices have been developed to better deliver good quality uninterrupted CCs [16] and may also be preferred during transportation [17, 18], in a catheterization laboratory, and as a bridge to more invasive support such as extracorporeal membrane oxygenation [19, 20].

The devices ensure effective CPR with the CC depth (at least 2 inches/5 cm) and rate (at least 100 per minute) as recommended in the current AHA/ERC guidelines [1, 21]. The analysis of the study material proves that the use of the ARM during a 2-min CPR cycle resulted in a statistically significantly greater CC depth, as well as a CC frequency consistent with the current guidelines. It is worth noticing that recent studies found a strong association between survival outcomes and increased CC depth [22].

In several studies, the CCs performed by medical personnel turned out too shallow or too deep [10, 23]. In a research by Peberdy et al., the participants provided too shallow CCs in 34% of the attempts, whereas the CCs in 12% of the attempts were too deep [24].

With manual CPR, the median CC rate was 130 (IQR, 124–140) min⁻¹. Sunde et al. suggested that too high rates might lead to a decrease in the CC depth and impair diastolic filling and coronary perfusion owing to insufficient decompression [25]. The ARM device is programmed to perform CCs with an adequate rate and chest recoil. Several authors

| Table 2. Chest compression parameters (observation period 2 min; median [interquartile range]) |
|---------------------------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Chest compression parameters**                             | Manual CPR      | ARM             | p-value         |
| Effective compressions [%]                                   | 36 (33–41)      | 96 (94–98)      | < 0.001         |
| Correct CC depth [%]                                         | 37 (31–39)      | 97 (96–98)      | < 0.001         |
| CC too deep [%]                                               | 24 (21–26)      | 2 (1–3)         | < 0.001         |
| CC too shallow [%]                                            | 41 (35–53)      | 1 (1–2)         | < 0.001         |
| Median CC rate (min⁻¹)                                        | 130 (124–140)   | 100 (99–101)    | < 0.001         |
| Median CC depth [mm]                                          | 35 (30–37)      | 52 (51–53)      | < 0.001         |
| Correct pressure point [%]                                   | 85 (67–94)      | 100 (99–100)    | 0.003           |
| Correct pressure release [%]                                 | 73 (63–90)      | 100 (99–100)    | < 0.001         |

| **Ventilation parameters**                                   |                 |                 |                 |
| Tidal volume [l]                                             | 0.34 (0.28 ± 0.37) | 0.5 (0.43–0.51) | < 0.001         |
| Ventilation rate [min]                                       | 3 (2–4)         | 6 (5–7)         | < 0.001         |
| Minute-volume [l]                                            | 1.04 (0.91–1.5) | 2.9 (2.3–3.5)   | < 0.001         |
| Gastric inflations [%]                                       | 6 (4–10)        | 1 (1–2)         | < 0.001         |

| **Time-related parameters**                                  |                 |                 |                 |
| Absolute hands-off time [s]                                  | 32 (29–38)      | 18 (17–19)      | < 0.001         |
indicate that chest recoil during manual CPR is insufficient [10, 18, 23, 26]. The ARM devices provide high-quality CCs throughout the scenario.

During CPR, adequate patient ventilation constitutes another key point. The oxygen reserve during sudden cardiac arrest in normothermia patients is sufficient for merely 3–5 minutes; after this time, hypoxia leads to irreversible changes to the central nervous system [1, 6]. When novice physicians used ARM, ventilation parameters were better than in the manual CPR scenario.

In the prehospital settings, each patient should be treated as a patient with a full stomach. Gastric inflation is an important complication of rescue breaths, and can lead to aspiration and ARDS. The reduced risk of gastric inflation when using ARM in clinical practice may result in higher patient safety with better pulmonary gas exchange.

Both the CC quality and shorter hands-off time directly influence survival during CPR [27, 28]. In the present study, the ‘absolute hands-off time’, defined as the sum of all periods during which no hand is placed on the chest minus the time used for ventilation with ARM, was 18 (IQR, 17–19) seconds, and turned out to be significantly shorter than in manual CPR conditions (32 [IQR, 29–38] seconds; p < 0.001). This relationship is confirmed by, among others, Putzer et al. [29, 30] and Fischer et al. [26]. In these studies, the use of mechanical CC devices also reduced the hands-off time as compared with manual CPR.

CONCLUSIONS

In this simulated trial, when CPR was performed by novice physicians, the ARM significantly improved the quality of CPR. Further clinical trials should provide motivation to confirm the potential benefits of ARM use during CPR.
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